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O
ver the past decade, organic photo-
voltaics (OPVs) have emerged as a
promising candidate for the gen-

eration of solar power. These devices are
advantageous because their active layers
can be made with solution processing onto
flexible substrates. The potential for high-
throughput, roll-to-roll processing could of-
fer a dramatic reduction in processing costs
of solar cells. Research in this field has
largely focused on improving power con-
version efficiencies (PCEs) of devices by
either synthesizing new materials to im-
prove band gap conditions/mobilities of
materials1�11 or increasing control over
the device microstructure.12�17 Here, we
focus on newmethods to controlmorphology
using preformed poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) nanowires in classic bulk heterojunc-
tion (BHJ) structures with an active layer
made up of the nanowires as the donor
phase and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) as the acceptor phase.
Oneof the simplestways to affect the active

layer structure of a device is through anneal-
ing. After active layer deposition, a heat treat-
ment can cause the donor and acceptor
phases to reorganize and form larger, more
continuous domains. Once optimized, this
process can dramatically improve both the
microstructure and performance of BHJ
devices.18 However, in traditional BHJ cells,
annealing can cause a potentially unfavorable
vertical material gradient. The active layers of
these devices are typically deposited on top of
a poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxylene thiophene):
poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) layer,
which serves as a hole transport layer. In this

scenario, annealing can produce an active
layer with greater concentrations of PCBM
toward the “bottom”.19,20 This segregation is
attributed to differences in the surface ener-
gies of the components in the system. PCBM
has ahigher surfaceenergy (37.8mN/m2) than
P3HT (26.9 mN/m2).21 Therefore, more P3HT
ends up at the air:active layer interface, while
PCBM becomes concentrated downward.
However, the effect of annealing on vertical
phase separation is currently under debate; a
few recent studies have argued that anneal-
ing can produce beneficial increases in the
PCBM concentration at the top of the active
layer.22,23
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ABSTRACT In this study, we demonstrate how the vertical morphology of bulk heterojunction

solar cells, with an active layer consisting of self-assembled poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)

nanowires and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), can be beneficially influenced. Most

device fabrication routes using similar materials employ an annealing step to influence active layer

morphology, but this process can create an unfavorable phase migration where P3HT is driven

toward the top of the active layer. In contrast, we demonstrate devices that exhibit an increase in

relative fullerene concentration at the top of the active layer by introducing the donor phase as a

solid nanowire in the active layer solution and altering the pre-spin drying time. X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy and conductive and photoconductive atomic force microscopy provide detailed images

of how the surface of the active layer can be influenced; this is done by tracking the concentration

and alignment of P3HT and PCBM domains. Using this new procedure, devices are made with power

conversion efficiencies surpassing 2%. Additionally, we show that nanowires grown in the presence

of the fullerene perform differently than those that are grown and mixed separately; exposure to the

nanowire during self-assembly may allow the fullerene to coat nanowire surfaces and influence the

photocurrent within the device.

KEYWORDS: P3HT nanowires . bulk heterojunction solar cells . conductive AFM .
photoconductive AFM
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In principle, one would prefer higher concentrations
of the electron-accepting species at the “top” of the
active layer because such a configuration would aid in
electron transport to the top electrode and block hole
transport to the top surface. Therefore, the material
gradient that the majority of research groups have
observed in most P3HT/PCBM systems is unfavorable
and may lower the efficiency of the system.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach to

controlling vertical morphology by using a combina-
tion of P3HT nanowires and PCBM in the active layer of
devices. Using this system, it is possible tomanufacture
devices with increased PCBM concentration at the top
of the active layer. The ability to influence and control
the vertical concentration gradient of PCBM and P3HT
in the active layer provides a useful tool for optimizing
the microstructure and increasing the PCE of OPVs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OPVs were made using P3HT nanowires and PCBM as
the active layer components. Device fabrication followed
a route similar to the whisker method24 (see Methods
section), but included an extra processing step to increase
active layer thickness. This additional step, referred tohere
as “pre-spin drying time”, is a period of time between the
initial application of the active layer solution to substrate
and the time when spin-coating is initiated. During this
period, the solvent in the solution evaporates, increasing
theviscosityof the active layer solution,which should lead
to a thicker film upon spin-coating. This processing step
will be discussed in greater detail later in the paper.
In order to increase control over the active layer

morphology of the device, it may be important to
understand the effect that PCBM has on P3HT nano-
wire formation and growth. This effect was investi-
gated by processing films under two different
conditions: process A (where PCBM is added to solu-
tion before nanowire self-assembly) and process B
(where PCBM is added to solution after nanowire
self-assembly). Films were made using both of these
processes and were characterized and compared to
one another. In process A, PCBM has the potential to
directly affect nanowire formation; this is not the case
in process B. By comparing films made from these two
solutions, it may be possible to gain insight into how
PCBM affects P3HT nanowires.
OPVs were made using processes A and B, and their

photovoltaic performance was compared (Figure 1).
Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the processing condi-
tion on photovoltaic properties. The overall trend for
device performance is the same in each scenario:
efficiencies increase steadily with longer pre-spin dry-
ing time. However, the devices made when the PCBM
was added after the nanowires had already formed
were less than half as efficient as devices where the
PCBM was in the solution during nanowire formation.

Figure 2 provides representative J�V curves for pro-
cesses A and B, showing a direct comparison between
the two processing conditions.
We hypothesize that introducing the PCBM after

nanowire formation, as opposed to before, may alter
how P3HT and PCBM interact in the active layer. One
could speculate that the PCBM may be incorporated
into the nanowire structure or could coat the nanowire
surfaces during their formation. However, neither pos-
sibility seems to be supported by the experimental
data available. Using X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure S1),
we see no difference between spectra for the P3HT
nanowires regardless of whether they are formed in
the presence of PCBM or not, suggesting either that
any interaction between the PCBM and the nanowires
during their formation is along a crystallographic axis
not observed in our XRD data (e.g., (010) or (001)) or
that the PCBM/P3HT interaction occurs at the surface
of the nanowires.25�27 Additionally, we found the
diameters of the nanowires to be the same to within
experimental error (Figure 3), regardless of whether
PCBM was present during nanowire formation or not,
arguing against a coating of PCBM forming around the
wires. Varying the pre-spin drying time for each of the
processes (between 0 and 5 min) also failed to sig-
nificantly alter the average nanowire height.
To study the effect of processing on the devices, we

used conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM) and
photoconductive atomic force microscopy (pcAFM) to
image the current transport networks in these devices, in
order tobetter understand the changes inperformance at
the local level. In these experiments, we used cAFM to
probe the dark current and pcAFM to probe the short-
circuit photocurrent (see Methods section). In both tech-
niques, the conducting gold tip forms the top contact of a
nanoscale solar cell.29,30 For these systems, it is expected
that in the forward-biased case (where the tip is biased
positive, relative to the sample) weobserve hole transport
images, while for the reverse-biased case we observe
electron transport.31 Electron injection is possible despite
the large barrier at the Au/organic interface in part
because the high electric field concentration at the sharp
AFM tip facilitates injection. In these images, we expect
that the dark hole current will be largest where there are
well-connected P3HT nanowire pathways from the top
surface to the bottom contact; similarly, we would expect
dark electron currents to be largest in areas where there
are well-connected PCBM pathways from the top to the
bottom. Alternatively, the short-circuit photocurrent
images indicate areas where both photogenerated elec-
trons and photogenerated holes can be extracted effi-
ciently through the contacts. We have generated
comparable data in previous studies of nanowire-based
solar cells.32

In addition to analyzing devices with new active layer
morphologies, the other critical difference between this
investigation and older studies is that we successfully
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imaged these new films in attractive contact mode, so
that we are able to correlate the dark hole, electron, and
short-circuit photocurrent over the same region of the
device with minimal film damage (see Figure S2). Using
cAFM and pcAFM we are able to observe how the two
different processes affect local electronic behavior in
terms of PCBM�nanowire interaction. Figure 4 shows
sets of data taken with the same tip for films made with

the PCBM added during nanowire formation (process A,
Figure 4A�D) or addedafter nanowire formation (process
B, Figure 4E�H). We made sure to use the same approx-
imate laser intensity to avoid intensity-dependent photo-
current effects.33 Topographically, the twofilms are similar
in that we observe nanowires of comparable dimensions
and density.
The spatially averaged dark hole current increases

significantly when the PCBM is added after nanowire

Figure 1. Effect of pre-spin drying time on device performance for processes A (PCBM added before nanowire assembly) and
B (PCBM added after nanowire assembly). At least 24 devices were tested and averaged under each set of processing
conditions. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean.

Figure 2. Effect of pre-spin drying time (0, 3, and 5min) and
processing condition (A, process A; B, process B) on device
performance.

Figure 3. Box and whisker plot showing the effect of
processing condition on nanowire height. Process A is
where the PCBM is added during nanowire formation.
Process B is where the PCBM is added to solution after
nanowire formation. The nanowire thicknesses appear
identical within experimental error, while a PCBM mono-
layer would be expected to be around 1 nm thick.28
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formation (process B). For the process A film in Figure 4C,
the average dark hole current is �488 pA, while the
process B film exhibits an average dark hole current
of �622 pA in Figure 4G. The spatially averaged dark
electron current shows the opposite trend. In Figure 4D,
theprocessAfilmhas an averagedark electron current of
25 pA, while the process B film in Figure 4H has an
averagedark electron current of 11.7pA. ThepcAFMdata
measure higher photocurrents in the film made with
process A, in good agreement with the macroscopic
device results. The average photocurrent decreases from
ca.�5.0 pA to ca.�1.0 pA when using process B instead
of A. The areas of efficient dark transport are not
obviously correlated with areas of high photocurrent,
similar to that observed for P3HT-PCBM films.31 The
isolated regions of dark electron current in Figure 4D
andHdo not appear to be caused by topographic effects
such as the tip pulling on the fibers, as that would cause
noticeable film damage and, most likely, significant
change in the associated short-circuit photocurrent
images (see Figure S2).
These three sets of current data are consistent with the

hypothesis that adding the PCBM after nanowire forma-
tion (process B) negatively alters the film morphology,
possibly through changes in the PCBM�nanowire inter-
action that inhibit intimate coating of the nanowires. Our
photocurrent data are consistent with this interpretation,
given the5� increase inaveragephotocurrent forprocess
A versus process B. A more intimate PCBM coating as in
process A might be expected to enhance exciton dis-
sociation at the nanowires and increase the average

photocurrent, even though the photocurrent is negative
in both films. We interpret the changes in dark current
averages to changes in relative PCBM surface concentra-
tion and nanowire connectivity. The higher dark electron
current in process A implies higher PCBM surface con-
centration; the higher dark hole current in process B, on
theother hand, indicates higher nanowire coverageat the
surface and better connectivity to the bottom electrode.
The higher electron current and lower hole current in
process A are therefore indicative of a preferential mor-
phology for device performance, confirmed through the
short-circuit photocurrent data anddevicemeasurements
in Figures 1and2. Thedark current andphotocurrentdata
are self-consistent in terms of the trends exhibited by the
change in processing.
In addition to observing the effect of PCBM on P3HT

nanowire growth,we also further investigated the effects
of pre-spin drying time on device morphology and
performance. Thephotovoltaic results for pre-spindrying
times up to 5 min are shown in Figure 5; at least 24
devices were tested under each set of processing condi-
tions. Devices used in this study were made using
process Abecause this fabrication routeproducedhigher
performance solar cells as discussed earlier (Figure 2).
Devices were also made with longer pre-spin drying
times, but the viscosity of the active layer solution
increased to the point where consistently good films
could no longer be made via spin-coating. Device per-
formance peaked at a pre-spin drying time of 5 min.
The data in this figure demonstrate that for increasing

pre-spin drying times both the JSC and the PCE steadily

Figure 4. Correlated (A) topography, (B) short-circuit photocurrent, (C) dark hole current (þ3 V applied to the tip), and (D)
dark electron current (�3 V applied to the tip) on a film made with process A, where the PCBM is added during nanowire
formation. (E�H) The same correlated images for a film made with process B, where the PCBM is added to the solution after
the nanowires have formed. The same AFM tip was used and the laser intensity held constant for both sets of data.
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increase while the VOC remains fairly constant and the fill
factor decreases. The rise in JSC is likely related to the
increase in absorption brought about by a thicker active
layer, which could lead to a more efficient device. The
reduction in fill factor may be caused by the decrease in
the shunt resistance of the devices as the pre-spin drying
time increases. A lower shunt resistance indicates lower
charge extraction efficiency; however, as the absorption
of our active layer increases, we should be able to
generate significantly more charges, so we still observe
an overall increase in device efficiency.
It should be noted that the active layer thickness

does not steadily increase with increased pre-spin
drying times. Between 1 and 3 min, the active layer
thickness remains fairly constant. Improvement in
device performance without increased active layer
thickness suggests that other factors may be influen-
cing device efficiency. Figure 6 shows representative
J�V curves from these devices, graphically illustrating
the increase in device performance with longer pre-
spin drying times.
We hypothesize that an increase in pre-spin drying

time allows the P3HT and PCBM in the active layer to
rearrange and adopt an altered distribution, impacting

the microstructure of the device. To test this theory, we
used cAFM to image the change in current behavior as a
function of pre-spin drying time. Figures 7A�C and
8A�C show the topography and correlated dark hole
and electron current for the film formedwith no pre-spin

Figure 6. Current�voltage curves for devices made with
different pre-spin drying times showing the effect of pre-
spin drying time on device performance. The 1, 2, and 3min
devices had similar active layer thicknesses, so performance
differences between these three may be due to changes in
active layer morphology.

Figure 5. Device parameters plotted as a function of active
layer thickness. The numbers next to data points represent
the pre-spin drying time in minutes. Devices were fabri-
cated using process A. Error bars represent one standard
deviation from the mean.

Figure 7. Correlated (A) topography, (B) dark hole current
(þ3 V applied to the tip), and (C) dark electron current (�3 V
applied to the tip) on a P3HT nanowire:PCBM film with no
pre-spin drying time.
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drying time (Figure 7) and with a 5 min pre-spin drying
time step (Figure 8). These conditions correspond to total
film thicknesses of∼37 and∼108 nm, shown in Figure 5.
The sets of data were taken with the same tip to avoid
undue influence from different tip states. We observe
two key features in these data. First, the dark electron
current in the 0 min film is significantly less than that in
the 5 min film, despite the fact that the 0 min film is

thinner. The average of the dark electron current is∼9pA
in the 0min film yet is∼81 pA in the 5 min film. Further-
more, the electron transport image in Figure 8C (5 min
film) has a nonzero current background as opposed to
the isolated hot spots of transport amidst a largely zero
current background seen in Figure 7C for the zero drying
time film (see Figure S3 for histogram data). Second, in
terms of dark hole current, we observe areas of “hot”
nanowires in the 0 min film (lower left, Figure 7B) where
the hole current reaches values as high as�1.34 nA, with
an average current of�55pA. The imageof the film spin-
coated with a 5 min pre-spin drying time in Figure 8B
shows that the average hole current has increased
to �77 pA, consistent with the expectations of better
P3HT ordering, although the change for holes (∼1.4�
increase) is significantly smaller than the change ob-
served for electron transport (∼9� increase).
We interpret both the 9-fold increase in electron

dark current with pre-spin drying time and the con-
comitant transition of the local spatial distribution of
electron transport from being “mostly off” in Figure 7C

to “mostly on” in Figure 8C as being associated with
both an increase in PCBM connectivity in the film and a
significant change in the fraction of PCBM that is
exposed (or very near) to the top film/air interface,
allowing electrons to be injected from the cAFM tip
into the PCBM domains. In this picture, the electron
transport hotspots in Figure 7C would be consistent
with small numbers of PCBM domains that penetrate
the P3HT wetting layer on the film surface,30 while the
more uniform electron currents in Figure 8C would
correspond to a much larger number of exposed or
near-surface PCBM domains. That is, we are able to
infer from these cAFM data that important changes in
both the connectivity and top surface concentration of
PCBM are occurring due to the pre-spin drying step.
While the cAFM data are suggestive, the X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data provide clear
spectroscopic evidence for this hypothesis. XPS can be
used to monitor changes in surface composition in
P3HT/PCBM blends by comparing the signature peaks
for oxygen-1s (O1s) and sulfur-2p (S2p).34 The concen-
tration of P3HT scales with the S2p peak, while the
concentration of PCBM correlates to the intensity of
theO1s peak. The spectra for these twopeaks collected
from devices with different pre-spin drying times are
displayed in Figure 9. Care was taken to ensure that the
films were not exposed to air to limit contamination
from ambient oxygen. All peaks have been normalized
to the signature C1s peak.
These graphs shows that the O1s peak intensity

increases and the S2p peak decreases with longer
pre-spin drying times, indicating that the P3HT con-
centration at the film/air interface is decreasing (and
the PCBM concentration is increasing) with increasing
pre-spin drying time. Attempts to delaminate our films
in order to perform XPS on the “bottom” of the active
layer, to see if a complementary change in concentra-
tion is evident at the film/PEDOT interface, proved to
be unsuccessful due to the relatively low thicknesses of
many of our films (25�100 nm). However, because the
trends observed in Figure 9 support our cAFM data, we
believe that the observed changes in concentrations
are meaningful.
Evidently, changing the length of the pre-spin dry-

ing time strongly alters the material gradient in the
active layer, providing greater control over the vertical
morphology. These changes in vertical morphology
have important implications for device optimization. In
standard BHJ device architectures, higher concentra-
tions of the electron-accepting species at the top of the
active layer should be preferred because this would
aid in electron transport to the top electrode. There-
fore, the material gradient that is generated with
increased pre-spin drying times should be more favor-
able, andmay contribute to the improved performance
we observe in our devices with increasing pre-spin
drying times.

Figure 8. Correlated (A) topography, (B) dark hole current
(þ3 V applied to the tip), and (C) dark electron current (�3 V
applied to the tip) on a P3HTnanowire:PCBMfilmwith 5min
pre-spin drying time.
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We next discuss possible explanations for the radi-
cally different vertical morphology observed in these
experiments as compared to P3HT/PCBM blend films
without preformed P3HT nanowires. It is possible such
behavior could arise if P3HT nanowire films exhibit a
significantly different surface energy than normal P3HT
films. However, contact angle measurements, cor-
rected for the effects of surface roughness using
Wenzel's equation,35 show that P3HT films containing
nanowires and those without nanowires have similar
surface energies. Thus, we conclude that the differ-
ences in vertical morphology of the P3HT nanowire
films must have another explanation.
An alternative hypothesis to explain the phase separa-

tion is that the P3HT nanowires are simply settling out of
solution during the pre-spin drying time. Unlike tradi-
tional active layer solutions, where both the P3HT and
PCBM phases are dissolved in solution, the P3HT nano-
wires are insoluble at room temperature, forming solid
particles. Over time, gravity causes these nanowires to
sink, leading to an increase in P3HT concentration at the
bottom of the vial. If this phenomenon occurs on the
substrate during the pre-spin drying time, this would
leave behind a PCBM-rich region toward the top of the
active layer. Upon spin-coating, this phase separation is
effectively frozen within the active layer microstructure,
causing the phase segregation that we noticed above.
It was observed that when left at rest in a vial, it took

days for the nanowires to noticeably settle out of solu-
tion. In this scenario, the volume of solution was 1�2mL
and settling occurred over a distance of >1 cm. However,

when the active layer solution is deposited on the device
substrate, amuch smaller volume is used (60 μL) and the
settling distance is much smaller (∼0.03 cm). Smaller
volumes and shorter settling distances significantly in-
crease the observed sedimentation rate of a suspension.
Therefore, it does not seem unrealistic that a noticeable
change in P3HT concentration could occur during pre-
spin drying times of less than 5 min.
A final hypothesis is that the pre-spin drying time

allows for the formation of larger PCBM crystals, which
support better connectivity and are more likely to
penetrate the top film surface and contribute to the
O-1s signal in the XPS measurements.

CONCLUSION

We have successfully demonstrated a processing
technique based on preformation of P3HT nanowires
that can be used to control vertical composition gradi-
ents within the active layer of bulk heterojunction solar
cells. By using P3HT nanowires and introducing a “pre-
spin drying time” step, we are able to increase the
amount of PCBM at the top of the active layer. This
provides greater control over the device microstructure
and can be used to produce more efficient OPVs.
Additionally, we showed that PCBM influences the effi-
ciency of P3HT nanowires in OPVs.While themechanism
remains unclear, the presence of PCBM during nanowire
formation greatly influences device performance and
microstructure and thereby improves device efficiencies;
this knowledge represents another tool that could be
utilized to create more efficient OPVs.

METHODS

Fabrication. The substrates used in this study were ITO-
coated glass (15Ω/m2, supplied by Colorado Concept Coatings)
cut into 1.5 � 1.5 cm squares. Substrates were cleaned via a

series of ultrasonic baths in a mild detergent, deionized water,
acetone, and isopropyl alcohol. The substrates were removed
from the last bath and dried using N2. They were then treated
with air plasma for 10 min under vacuum (200 mTorr).

Figure 9. XPS spectra (45-degree resolve) of film surfaces at different pre-spin drying times corresponding to the presence of
O1s PCBM and S2p P3HT.
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Once clean, substrates were coated with filtered PEDOT:PSS
(Clevios PVP Al 4083). The PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated, in air, on
top of the ITO surface from solution to obtain a layer roughly
40 nm thick. These films were annealed in air at 140 �C for 10
min. They were then stored under argon until the active layer
was prepared.

Active layer preparation began by making the solvent,
which was comprised of 80 vol % anisole combined with 20
vol % chloroform. P3HT (Rieke Metal, Sepiolid P100) and PCBM
(American Dye Source Inc. ADS61BFB) were added to the
solvent, and the solution was stirred in the dark inside the
glovebox at 500 rpm for 3 h at 70 �C. The ratio between P3HT:
PCBMwasmaintained at 1:0.8 (byweight). After 3 h, the solution
was removed from heat and stored in the dark overnight (∼18
h) to allow the nanowires to self-assemble in solution. The
solution was then deposited on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer. At
this point, the appropriate pre-spin drying time was allowed.
Deposition was completed by spin-coating at 1000 rpm for 60 s.
Finally, electrodes were deposited on top of the active layer via
thermal evaporation. A 1 nm layer of LiF followed by a 100 nm
layer of Al were evaporated under vacuum (2 � 10�6 Torr) to
form the electrodes.

Characterization. The J�V characteristics of the resultant de-
vices were immediately tested after processing was completed.
This was done in air using a Keithley 2400 source measurement
unit and an Oriel Xenon lamp (450 W). An AM 1.5 filter was used
as the light source. Calibration of the light intensity was
completed using a standard silicon solar cell with a KG5 filter.
A light intensity of 100 mW 3 cm

�2 was used throughout this
study. The series resistance and parallel resistance were calcu-
lated from the inverse of the slope of the J�V curve at 1 and 0 V,
respectively. At least 24 devices were tested and averaged
during J�V characterization. It should be noted that the objec-
tive of this work is to demonstrate trends in the data between
different processes, not to produce champion data. For this
reason, the spectral mismatch factor was not included in the
measurements.

XPS spectra were generated using a PHI Versaprobe system
with an Al KRX-ray source and a 1μmbeam size. Measurements
were taken while the sample was under ultrahigh vacuum
(10�10 Torr).

Imaging. Tapping mode AFM images were taken on a Veeco
multimode AFM with a Nanoscope III controller in tapping
mode. The AFM tips used for this study were purchased from
Veeco: model RTESP (f ≈ 300 kHz, k ≈ 40 N/m) phosphorus
doped-Si tips. Active layer thicknesses weremeasured using the
scratch test.

Conductive and photoconductive AFM images were ac-
quired using an atomic force microscope (MFP-3D-BIO, Asylum
Research) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Nikon
Eclipse TE2000-U). Images were acquired using gold-coated
silicon cantilevers (CONTE-GB, k ≈ 0.2 N/m, Budget Sensors).
Because of the soft nature of these samples, the samples were
imaged in attractive contact mode rather than the typical repul-
sive-regime contact mode. All samples weremounted in a sealed
fluid cell inside anoxygen/water-free gloveboxand imagedunder
constant nitrogen flow to protect against photo-oxidation. For
photoconductive AFM, a 532 nm laser (Crystal Laser GCL-005 L, 5
mW) was focused at the top of the sample, attenuated with
neutral density filters, and coaligned with the apex of the tip.
Therefore, the images acquired represent the short-circuit photo-
current. The laser intensity was kept constant between images
using an adjustable neutral density filter and sampled at approxi-
mately 108 W/m2. Currents observed here are lower than ob-
served in previous polythiophene nanowire work;32 we
tentatively attribute this to the lack of tip penetration due to
attractive imaging, therefore limiting the contact area. We did not
notice any significant change in photocurrent with intensity;
however, because photocurrents seem to be lower in the attrac-
tive contact method, we have a limited range of possible laser
intensities. Attractive-mode pcAFM is highly sensitive to imaging
conditions and feedback settings, and instability in the imaging
parameters can cause the tip to drift out of contact with the
surface. This effect is amplified if imaging occurs within the first
30 min of approaching, possibly due to piezo hysteresis.
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